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Abstract 
 
The objective of the paper is to develop indoor navigation for organizations 

using smartphones by reducing the complexity and cost-efficiency of 

hardware requirements. Due to this, scalability will always be a cause with 

systems. When the peoples entering into unfamiliar places like an 

organization, large malls, airports, etc. it will be very difficult to navigate 

specific places to locate something or to reach somewhere. To overcome this 

problem we are developing a “mobile application” for the purpose of 

localization and navigation. The proposed project presents a unique and 

structural design for indoor navigation as system integration testing in real-

time. With a smartphone in hand, the user makes a unique way to identify the 

destination point using the indoor navigation mobile application. The 

proposed system was pretty easy for users to find the way of destination 

point even the users are in unfamiliar places or locations. 

 

Key words: Floor plan, Localization, Navigation service, accuracy and 

smartphone. 
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1 Introduction 
 

Indoor and Outdoor navigation systems are the two navigation systems 

that existed in the current scenario.  Most outdoor navigation techniques such 

as GPS, GLONASS(GLObal NAvigation Satellite System) has become 

goodenough to locate an object or user within a few meters if the line of sight 

is good and clear. If the signals are weak or disturbed by impenetrable 

obstacles, the position can become unreliable. Now-a- days, with the help of 

smartphone, it was very simple to find the destination point using a dedicated 

mobile application like Google maps, etc. However the signal may be lost 

when you are in indoor environment like large malls, airports, or an 

organization, etc. So the GPS satellite signals can’t able to trace the 

destination location. For that reason, IPS (Indoor Positioning System) is used 

instead for indoor tracking application. Some of the key factors need to be 

considered for an indoor navigation system, which as follows. 

 

1.1 Accuracy 
 

The accuracy makes an unknown people identify the destination point. 

Calculation of the shortest path is very important for indoor navigation 

systems.  

 

1.2 Signal Strength 
 

   Signal strength may get affected due to the impenetrable obstacles, so it 

becomes difficult to track the location for the indoor navigation system. 

 

1.3 Complexity and Cost Efficiency 
 

 The system is developed by reducing the complexity and cost efficiency 

of hardware requirements. 

The goal of IPS is to find the way of destination point even the users are 

in unfamiliar places and locations. The system requires a smartphone and an 

application to be installed on your smartphone. The smartphone application 

is based on the floor plan of the building; the proposed method gets blueprint 

details of an organization and to be updated on the top of the map. After 

updating the floor plan details in the map, the integrated SDK in the mobile 

application will help the third party user to locate inside a building and 

identifies a shortest route between the source and destination point such as 

coffee shop to a cinema hall in the large malls by setting a beacon layer for 

navigation. This application performs well and works as similar to the 

outdoor environment. With the prescribed application installed in your 

smartphone, it was very feasible to identify the destination point even in an 

unfamiliar place like an organization etc.  
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The proposed work is organized as follows: Section II introduces the 

related works of the proposed paper, followed by section III which discusses 

the existing methodology. Section IV presents and describes the proposed 

methodology and results. Finally, conclusions are summarized in Section V.  

 

2 Related Works 
  

To promote the business and customer services, mostly all the 

organizations using Android applications to provide fast and easy access to 

their places and products. With a smartphone in hand, it is better to identify 

the unfamiliar places or cities via a mobile device using GPS services. In 

fact, the user’s position or places can also be tracked by the Global 

Positioning System (GPS) services via a mobile device. But the GPS service 

doesn’t provide the hassle free services in an indoor environment or 

unfamiliar places. The problem faced in indoor environment can be solved 

by Indoor Navigation and Positioning Applications. The simple technology 

behind this is, the application installed in the smartphone helps the user to 

find the places in an unfamiliar location, where GPS doesn’t work. Indoor 

navigation and positioning system helps the users to identify the places in 

large university campuses, corporate offices, airports, malls, hospitals etc. 

The goal of this application is to track the places or location of an unfamiliar 

area. This will helps the users to track the data in efficiently and user-friendly 

way. Using Computer Aided Design (CAD) application tools to build the 

maps and documenting the plans for assisting indoor navigation systems. 

Due to the extensive usage of hardware infrastructure involved in the 

Radio Frequency based navigation technique [1], which makes the system 

more complex and cost to be high. An efficient indoor navigation application 

for an organization with the help of Wi-Fi is still an unsolved problem due to 

its accuracy is lesser than with Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE). But the BLE 

Beacons [2] data can be easily captured using the inbuilt sensors of the 

mobile equipment, which is a time consuming task. To meet the system to be 

cost effective, the system uses UWB & IMU sensors [3] for visually 

impaired participants to find the destination point. But this technique fails for 

running an application in longtime for Indoor Positioning System. The RF 

based navigation application [4] using wireless sensor networks needs an 

extensive hardware infrastructure to meet the objective. The novel wireless 

fingerprinting technique [5] was very feasible to identify the destination 

point, but the technique was suffered due to signal fluctuation, the position 

can become unreliable. The real time IPS [6] using smartphone sensors 

suffers due to the network coverage and fails to penetrate the signals through 

obstacles in an indoor positioning system. The novel RF and fingerprint 

based technique creates the shadowing effect of human body and leads to 

make the signal to be fluctuate and disturbed [7, 8].  
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The Finger print and Foot print technology based indoor navigation 

system [9] meets the reliability issues. The Bluetooth signal [10] is not able 

to provide the reliability and efficiency of signal strength. The RFID based 

indoor position estimation [11] and positioning [12] system make the system 

complexity higher and lower the efficiency. Due to the extensive hardware 

usage, the system complexity and cost efficiency is not in par. The dedicated 

mobile based object navigation system is implemented for indoor 

environment [13, 14]. For outdoor navigation many of the systems are 

proposed i.e. GPS, GLONASS etc. However the signal may be lost when you 

are in indoor environment like large malls, airports or an organization etc. So 

the GPS satellite signals can’t able to trace the destination location. For that 

reason IPS (Indoor Positioning System) are used instead for indoor tracking 

application. 

The proposed method requires a building map and a smartphone with 

dedicated application for positioning and navigating the users to track the 

location from source to destination point via the shortest route, the 

application installed in the smartphone helps the user by requesting the map 

data from the web server.  

 

3 Existing Methodology 
 

The different parameters involved in the existing methodologies like 

GPS, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and RFID are not suitable for indoor environment due 

to the signal level, occupancy and its accuracy as shown in the Table 1. 

 
Table 1: Existing Technology Parameters 

Parameters GPS Bluetooth Wi-Fi RFID 

Signal 

Occupancy 
Wide area Micro area Pico area Pico area 

Signal 

accuracy 
No signal high high high 

Signal level 

(Error Rate) 
No signal low Very low Very low 

 

The GPS sensors in smartphones perform poorly or not at all in indoor 

conditions when they lose line of sight with satellite constellations. The Wi-

Fi signal level is much greater than bluetooth, but it may not be as suitable 

for precise location applications.  

 

4 Proposed Methodology 
 

The following Figure 1 shows the hierarchy of an indoor navigation 

system. 
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Figure 1: Hierarchy of an Indoor Navigation System 

 

The proposed system creates the floorplan of an organization using CAD 

software. The route map design and the building structure layout design of an 

organization to be updated on the prescribed software. The integrated 

software application is converted for mobile application to find the user’s 

location/position from source to destination point via the shortest route. 

Depending upon the selected technology it required a considerable research 

on the selected location. Different types of graphical tools can be used as a 

floor planning software. Hence, the drawing tool from MS office 

Softwarewas used in this part. Then the technology has to be implemented 

based on the literature review or experimental procedures.  

Based on the suggested method for implementing the indoor navigation 

application, the proper implementation technology has to be chosen. In this 

part user estimated location will be identified by using mathematical 

algorithm technique. Android technology was used to find the precise 

location of a user in the indoor environment of an organization based on the 

mobile application. Then the system tracks the destination point of a user via 

the shortest route on the structured layout of the building based on the 

implementing technology. The integrated indoor navigation application 

system will provide the information as an output feedback display in the 

mobile as shown in the Figure 2. It helps the user to locate the places or to 

track with step by step notification to navigate in indoor environment of an 

organization. The details were displayed on the smartphones with the help of 

prescribed software application.The following Figure 2 shows the 

implemented design of an indoor navigation. 
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Figure 2: Implemented Design of an Indoor Navigation 

The proposed system helps the users to find their way to a desired 

destination within a confined campus it helps to reduce the confusion and it 

bring efficiency to the physical environment of the system. The following 

Figure 3 shows the users to select the source and destination point for an 

indoor navigation system. Our custom designed solutions help smartphone 

devices and web applications become personalized guides that can solve all 

way finding challenges. The Figure 4 shows the navigation between the 

source and destination point for a user to guide in an unknown environment. 

 

  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Selection of Source and destination for Indoor navigation 
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Figure 4: Navigation from Source to destination point 

 

5 Conclusion 
 

The proposed system concludes the implemented design of an indoor 

navigation system could be benefited for all the users navigating their places 

even when they are unaware about their locations. The system has been 

improved with the reduced hardware infrastructure, power consumption and 

system complexity. The cost of the system also very much less while 

maintaining the accuracy of the system. The future improvement of the 

system will be continued with the latest technologies after examining further 

investigative study.  
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